
HowtoBuildyourOwnPool.com 

“You are the contractor you can trust the most” 
 

TESTIMONIALS: I recently had a conversation with Eddie, an 
excavation subcontractor from Riverside, CA. Eddie does work for over 

a dozen different pool builders, but an increasing portion of his 
business is coming from owner/builders. He digs around 40 pools a 

year and has been at it for about 15 years. It was an interesting 
conversation as I was able to get some insight and perspective from 

the "other side."  
 

CHOICES: Have a C-53 Pool Builder act as the GC (General 
Contractor) Pay full price.  

 

Build your own pool as Owner/Builder acts as GC (General 

Contractor) Pay much less. Save as much as 12K in some cases! 

Some statements we’ve herd from families just like yours, 

1. I’m not getting as much pool for my money as I thought 
I’d get.  

2. Building a pool is not rocket science. Thousands of pools 
are constructed by the homeowner every year, ref: public 

records and Internet.  
3. If you can make dinner reservations, you can do this.  

  This is how it works, a GC doesn't actually do any of the actual work 
of building a pool nor do they need to know the particulars of each 

trade required to build a pool.  Instead, a GC hires subcontractor 
crews to do the work.  Each subcontractor crew specializes in one 

aspect of building a pool (e.g. excavation, plumbing, decking,) and the 
GC is responsible for knowing enough about the pool building process 

so that they can schedule them in, one at a time in the proper 
sequence. While the GC is not required to know everything, they do 

need to know enough so that they can communicate intelligently 
enough with each sub to convey what they want. The GC continues 

this process with each phase of the pool construction until all the subs 

have completed their work and the pool is finished.  If you think about 
it, a professional pool builder is basically a phase sitter. Well, that's 

not completely accurate. They are a phase sitter with a sales team, 
marketing team, designers, service people, work crews that except 

responsibility for the entire job and in most cases, a concrete building 
wrapped around them. Some of those things are necessary - but if you 



boil it all down, that's a LOT of overhead. And someone has to pay for 

all that overhead - and that someone would be you - the homeowner.  
After all, they are not a charity. But many homeowners continue to 

figure out what they needed to do to build a top-notch quality pool, 
not including the overhead of the builder/GC . Then pour the money 

into the best subcontractors to build the best quality pool minus the 
extra $10,000 to $15,000 paid to the phase sitter and overhead.  

This outline is dedicated to all homeowners just like yourself who 

insist on being informed, to make the right choice. To buy, not to be 

sold. In Phoenix, Arizona, Owner/Builders as a group are the 3rd 
largest group of pool builders behind Shasta Pools (#1) and Paddock 

Pools (#2). Here in California, the Owner/Builder is the 2nd largest 
group of pool builders behind California Pools (#1) In most cases 

California Pools, subs out 100% of the construction process and 
requires from it’s franchisee to pay a corporate fee of 8.5%. The 

salesperson receives a commission of $4,500. For a swimming pool 
costing $55,000.00 that’s $9,175 off the top. What does it take to 

build your own pool? Well, with this outline, you'll find out why so 

many homeowners are bypassing the traditional way of hiring a 
professional pool builder and going the Owner/Builder route instead.  

With much research, many 

families looking to have a pool built 

by a professional were very 
disappointed only to discover that 

they weren’t getting the kind of 
pool value that they thought they 

could get. One client interviewed 
10 pool companies and still could 

not get what they wanted for their 
budget. Ten lost evenings rushing 

home for the appointment before 
dinner, with a few to only hear on the message machine the 

salesperson had to reschedule. And that’s where we come in. Our 
service offers an amazing alternative: The Owner/Builder option of 

building a pool and save money. Using this outline for the homeowner 

using a professional pool builder, with a quality plan you will help you 
to receive a fair bid from a quality C-53 pool builder. If you choose to 

use our plan, and build as an ownerbuilder follow all city & federal laws 
and have the phase contractor perform the appropriate phase. You win 

earthier way!  



Copyright 2008 All Rights Reserved. Unlawful duplication will result in prosecution. 
HowtoBuildyourOwnPool.com is 

an outline showing the phases of pool construction with limited scope as to 

the overall details and requirements required by the licensed contractors to 

perform these phases. This outline is to be used as a basic guide to show 

the user the order in which the phase contractor may use for constructing a 

swimming pool. HowtoBuildyourOwnPool.com as is its employees are not a 

construction company. We will not be providing a bid for phase services. 

User accepts full responsibility for the use of this outline, all decisions, and 

directions to hire contractors used on their project. The user agrees, not to 

hold CityReadyPoolPlans, nor to its officers, employees responsible for legal 

fees resulting in damage directly or indirectly from the use of this product. 

Check out all contractors work before you hire them! 
 

LIST OF CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTORS 
 

General Engineering Contractor  A 
General Building Contractor  B 

Swimming Pool     C-53 
Excavation     C-12 C-21 

Reinforcing Steel    C-50 

Plumbing      C-36 
Electrical      C-10 

Gunite      C-61 C-53 
Masonry      C-29 

Concrete      C-8 
Tile       C-54 

Plaster      C-53 
 

BOND REQUIREMENTS: A bond with a surety company or a cash 
deposit of $7,500 with the State is required of all licensed contractors 

in California. Swimming pool contractors must post a bond or cash 
deposit of $12,500. This bond is not a guarantee of performance or 

competence, or of the contractor’s financial responsibility. 
 

PERFORMANCE BONDS: This kind of bond guarantees the projects  

completion according to the building plans and specifications. If the job 
is abandoned or the work is unacceptable, the bonding company has 

the option of hiring another contractor to complete the work, or of 
settling for damages. (Paid for by the homeowner)  

 
PAYMENT BONDS: A payment bond assures the owner that no liens 

for labor and material will be filed against the property.  
 



CONTRACT BONDS: A contract bond guarantees both job completion 

and payment of all labor and materials.  
 

In general, the bonding company will not have to pay more than the 

face amount of the bond. 

  

Consumers should realize that bonding requirements may keep a new 

contracting business from bidding on your job. Bonding companies will 

not take a risk without verifying the technical and resource capabilities 
of the contractor. For a contracting business to qualify for bonding, it 

must practice sound business techniques. 
 

MECHANICS LIENS AND LIEN NOTICES: Shortly after the sub 
begins you will probably receive a preliminary lien notice. This does 

not mean that a lien has been placed against your property. The law 

requires that you be notified of services and/or materials provided to 
your project. Once a contractor has completed the work and is 

requesting payment, be sure to get an unconditional lien release. If 
you pay by check a contractor may write you a conditional release 

terms that will be in affect when your check clears the bank. A 
mechanics lien can be placed against the property if you fail to pay for 

the service provided by the contractor. If the contractor performs 
poorly do not pay for the work. Arbitration is recommended. A 

reduction in the bill may be one way to gain closer.    

President Ronald Regan once said, “Trust but verify”. 
CHECK STATUS: Should you have any questions or need assistance, 

please contact the California Contractors State License Board (800) 
321-2752 CSLB www.cslb.ca.gov 

Getting Started: 
Budget            
When remodeling your home, you may wish to obtain financing for 

the project through a personal loan, home-equity loan. We recommend 

you investigate different sources of funding to compare the amount, 
interest rate, terms, and tax considerations. 

Measuring, Access and Placement 

Design and Specifications 
Freeform or Geometric 

http://www.cslb.ca.gov/


Pool Length and Width, Spa  
                        Fire pit or Fireplace 
                                         Copings and Walkways  
            Color or Natural Concrete  
   Tile or Stone 
                     Equipment and Features 

Patio Cover – Barbeque - Landscape 
 

 
TRACTOR ACCESS/EXCAVATION: 463 tractor requires 43 inches, 

mini dig. 553 tractors require 56 inches still considered as mini dig. 

763 tractors require 68 inches and 863 requires 74 inches clear path. 
935 Crawler requires 86 inches. Some cities will require you to include 

a deposit that is refundable when you provide receipts showing where 
your excavator disposed/dumped the dirt removed, so save the dump 

tickets! Your city will inform you at the time of permitting if this is 
required. Note: Grass and wood removed most likely will have to go to 

a special location other then that of the dirt. Dirt Zone: This fee is in 
addition, to the pool excavation fee. Excavation fee is for tractor and 

operator and forming your pool. The zone fee is for the transportation 
of the soil. This may or may not 

include dump fees. Be sure to 
ask your builder/sub for a clear 

breakdown of cost. Rock 
conditions in most cases are at 

additional cost as well as high 

water table areas. 
 

THE DESIGN: #1STEPS AND 
DEEP-END OPTIONS. 

EQUIPMENT LOCATION.  
 

 

Play step or Standard 
Pool Lights with color? Or Fiber-optics  
                        Salt system - Pool service 
                                         Sheer decent - Waterfalls  
 



Designing a pool has basic principles to always follow, now that you 

have determined your access is adequate and the tractors space 
required in and out of the pool. This is important to consider at this 

point. The tractor will need ramp space to exit the pool. In most cases 
the operator will begin the hole at the shallow end for convenience. 

Assuming these requirements have been met we move now to where 
the equipment will sit. One by one we check off the important 

questions that will unfold in your plan that creates your new outdoor 

living space. In addition, you have existing conditions, i.e. slopes, 
trees, planters and or maybe concrete you wish to save poured by a 

favorite Uncle. It comes together in the design. Will rock be a choice? 
Think about the functional aspects of your choices. The step location 

into the pool. Will you want to exit the pool to an area that has chase 
lounges? Are you going to have a dive board? Will there be enough 

room behind the board or slide to walk around? The Depth on the pool 
is important. A diving board has important depth requirements. Most 

cities require the board to extent over the edge of the pool 2' and from 
the tip of the board measuring straight out 10' needs to be 8' deep at 

that point in the bottom of the pool. So let’s say you are thinking of 
doing a pool 30' long. With a diving board you will only have about 15' 

left of the pool to accommodate the ramp out of the deep end and 
that’s about 6', so you have about 9' left for a play area. It is 

recommended when diving, a 34' to 36' foot length pool 8’ depth be 

used. 
 

SET BACKS: This means how far the waters edge needs to be both 
from the property line and any structures. Equipment placement has 

special requirements as well. The city provides a list, a confirmation 
call to your cities building and safety department to confirm the 

requirements prior to completing your design is recommended.   
 

COPING CHOICE: Why brick, stone or concrete as a coping? Well it’s 
important to know the pros and cons of each material type you are 

considering. First let’s go in order of cost. Safety Grip (placed coping) 
it has a raised lip that is easy for kids to easily grab onto. A monolithic 

poured concrete cantilever is one piece of concrete poured with your 
decking. From the house, over the edge of the pool. It is important to 

note; the risks. A solid pour cantilever will increase the possibility for 

cracking and possibly tile popping off from movements. It locks up the 
concrete to not be able to move. Cracking with concrete is common, 

the need to consider all options at the planning stage will be 
important. Bull nose or square edge poured in place coping has many 

benefits.(see www.stegmeier.com for additional shapes of 
edges).Poured in place copings have a slip barrier between the pour 

http://www.stegmeier.com/


and bond beam to minimize cracking. This coping is reinforced with 

3/8th #3 rebar; epoxy dowelled approximately every 10’ and tied for 
additional strength. A bond wire to the equipment is required. Some 

cities require a pre-deck coping inspection. For coping colors refer to 
www.daviscolors.com or www.scofield.com. www.bellavernici.com for 

colorfast stain ideas.    
  

EQUIPMENT LOCATION: In locating the pool equipment we need to 
consider a few important factors. Your plumbing budget will increase 

the further away the equipment is from your spa. City requirements. 
These requirements are available at, or on line at your cities building 

department. (confirm setback requirements when designing your 

pool). The plumbing sub is responsible for installation of all the pool 

equipment and PVC plumbing necessary to take care of things like pool 

filtration, pool cleaning, chlorination systems, waterfalls, pool/spa 
heating, spa jets/air, skimmers, aerators, auto water-levelers, returns 

as well as gas line runs. This would include installation of all the 
pumps, filters, gas heaters, chlorinators. 10’ of 1” electrical conduit to 

each light niche specified on the plan and all required bonding. See 
Plumbing phase below; 

 
DESIGN CHOICES OF DECKING AND MASONRY: Options in the 

design using masonry allows the opportunity to create separate areas 

of outdoor enjoyment. Utilizing masonry can also lend the ability to 
have elevation changes in a setting were otherwise most projects 

without masonry would   
 
ENGINEERING: After a plan is drawn of your swimming pool to 1/8 " 

scale showing all step ups or step downs. Draw and note the locations 
of the equipment, the house, property lines, masonry including slopes. 

You will need to obtain Engineering. (This is required before pulling 
your permits from the city building department). From our list of pool 

engineers, check to see which office is closest to you. Most engineering 
costs are within dollars of each other and are readily available over the 

counter and require no appointment.  

 

http://www.daviscolors.com/
http://www.scofield.com/
http://www.bellavernici.com/


 

 
HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION APROVAL:  If you live in an housing 

track that requires a signature from your association.. you will need to 
provide them with copies of what you plan to build and in some cases 

a landscape plan too. Allow extra time for this and you will need a 
signed letterhead showing their approval to the building and safety 

dept at the time you pull permits 
 

OWNER BUILDER APPLICATION: When you go to your city halls 
building department to pull your permits, you will be asked to fill out a 

form stating you are building your own pool, call or go on-line ahead 
to request the requirements from your city. Most just want to see a 

drivers license with your address on it and maybe a recent utility bill.  
 

REQUESTING A VERONCE ON SETBACKS: 

Some Cities allow exceptions to their rules on building codes. You need 
to talk to a Building and Safety Rep. from your City. 

 
PLAN CHECK IF REQUIRED: Many Cities require one to two weeks to 

review your plans. So the more details you show on your plan the 
better. see our examples. 
 

SOILS TEST AND REPORT: Be sure to check with your cities building 
department if a soils report is required. A geologist will sample the soil 

for its corrosive properties and expansion index. This may or may not 
affect the pressure at which your gunite is applied. This cost more..=( 

 
PERMITS: All bodies of water used for recreational bathing or 

swimming grater than 18” (inches) deep are required to be permitted 
and inspected. A single permit is issued for your pool and spa and all 

associated equipment. Encroachment permits may be required from 

the Engineering Division when intending to use any public right-of-
way. This could be a section of your property that in the development 

stage was considered as a right-of-way. Your planning department will 
look this information up for you at the city. This is not a common issue 

to deal with. You will need to bring to the attention of the clerk, all 
masonry, patio covers, walls, and concrete on your plan. You are 

responsible to inform the sub of any pending inspections. Permits 
range in price; you should contact your building department in your 

city for that cost. Permits are good for one year in most cases. So be 
sure to get your final inspection prior to the anniversary date. 

Extensions are available at additional cost. Permits should be kept in a 
water tight big zip lock bag works great. Place the permits in a mail 



box you buy from Home Depot. Use a LARGE black marker and write 

“PERMITS” on both sides. Place the permit mail box just outside your 
back door for the inspector. A reinspection fee will be imposed for 

permits not available. A reinspection fee could also be required if a sub 
fails an inspection. Have the sub make the appropriate corrections, 

and upon your approval, recall the inspection. Most subs understand 
when you back charge them for this.  
 

SHUTING OFF IRRIGATION: Be sure the morning of the dig you 
shut off any water lines going thru the pool location. know where the 

main shut off is at just in case! Also be sure you have called dig alert... 
reminder note: All power lines below ground have been disabled. If 

you are not sure if any 110 volt or 220 volt is present to the rear yard 
area were you will be digging, know the breaker will kick off if your 

digger hits the line... you will find it. 
 

 

REMOVING OBSTICALES: Some accesses to yards have walls to 

remove due to the width of the bobcat or backhoe. Keep a sample of 

the block to match color whenever possible when rebuilding takes 
place. Shut off all Power runs running through where you will be 

digging. 110v 220v should be shut off and disconnected at the panel 
from the circuit breaker. Always call Dig Alert before you dig!  

 
 

DIGALERT: www.digalert.com 
800●227●2600 You must call before you dig! State Law 

 

EXCAVATION DAY: The BIG day!.. Allow 
about one hour or so, your excavation 

company will generally show up in the 
morning between 8am – 8:30am Once the 

team arrives the operator will review the site 

plan and begin verifying measurements. The 
crew will use predetermined points we 

provide on your plan as a guide in laying out 
your swimming pool. Once the pool is layed out using spray paint, you 

will have the opportunity to make minor adjustments in the shape and 
sometimes the length or witdth. Keep in mind any changes you make 

should be noted on a change order. Changes on the beginning phase 
also need to be noted forward to all the phase contractors you have 

hired.    After the pool is laid out, shape, size will be easier to see.  

http://www.digalert.com/


 
 

 
Depending on access and pool size, the pool excavation typically takes 

about two to three days. Be sure to let your steel company know the 

starting date of excavation. The steel crew should be able to get in and 
get started right after the excavators. Look at the 10 weather forecast.  

If rain is in the forecast. Wait until after any rain fall occurs. Any clean 
up including pumping water out will be a breeze without steel in the 

pool. If a surprise storm looms on the horizon, you might want to 
contact your gunite company and have them “Flash” your hole. This 

will reduce cave-in’s and save hours of clean-up time.     
 

HOW ELEVATIONS ARE DETERMINED: With no previous concrete 
layed prior to this project, you should have the top of the concrete end 

up 2” under the mud seal of your 

house. If you have existing concrete, 
take the lowest point of the existing 

deck, minus the thickness of your 
coping choice. Safety grip coping 2.5"   

Bullnose Brick 3" Arizona flag stone 3" 
Cantilever Pour 3.5 The plan should 

have a call out for your coping choice. 
The excavation crew will confirm this 

throughout the forming phase. Refer to 
grading and elevation section. 

Once the forms have been set at the proper elevation and have been 

established to be level, the excavators will dig until they reach a depth 

that measures the exact depth of the pool (as specified from the 
drawing) plus 9".  This distance is measured from the top of the form 

to the dirt at the bottom of the pool  The extra 9" is for the 6" pool 



shell plus the minus 3" water level (water will be 3" below top of bond 

beam).  The forms are always not set at the same height.  For raised 
bond beam at the back of the pool, they raise the form to meet the 

plan call out. For the raised spa, they raise the form accordingly as 
well. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
STEEL REINFORCING: This phase should take about two days to 

complete. Clearance must maintain a full 3” inches earth to steel. 

 

 

 

 



Raised beams 

are perfect to 
hold back grade. 

 

Bonding all steel and metal 

together to the equipment 
creates a solid ground for 

safety.  

 

 

 

 

The #8 bond wire will be 

attached to any slides used or 
diving board jigs like the one we 

see here. 



 

Equipment pads must be 

level and sitting on a solid 

compacted sub base. 

 

Check valves are used if the pumps sit 

above water level. When the system 

shuts down the valves close, holding the 
water in the system to maintain prime for when the pool turns back 

on.  

PLUMBING: The pool pumps are more efficient when located within 

25 to 35 feet of the spa. It is recommended to use a variable speed 
pump for the circulation/filtration line. This allows the homeowner to 

reduce the horsepower to 1.0 – 1.5 required for daily circulation, and 
increase the horsepower when this pump is used for the spa jets. This 

saves on the monthly electric bill and in most cases the homeowner 
receives a rebate from there power company. Right-sizing the 

pumps. By right-sizing the pumps, I'm referring to insuring that the 
type and horsepower of the pump be appropriate for the pool 

design. Pool salesman capitalize on uninformed thinking that the 
biggest and most powerful pump used in there package will win you 

over. Not only is this unnecessary (higher monthly electricity bills), it 
could also potentially be harmful (pump cavitation problems). Right-

sizing pumps can be a pretty complex process.  It involves calculating 
the total "resistance" that the plumbing system exerts on the 

pumps. This "resistance" is what is known as head.  Calculating 

"Total Dynamic Head," or TDH (as it’s commonly referred to) 
involves taking into account PVC pipe run lengths, diameters, and 

heights (distance off the ground water will be moved).  The formula to 
calculate TDH is complex, and few people actually do the calculation 

when trying to determine the right pump size. Most plumbers 
reference the spa and distance for their critical thinking.  



At 35’ using a single 2hp pump with  2 ½" suction, 2 ½” return, your 

spa should have 6 jets. A booster pump should be implemented when 
adding additional jets. All returns should be looped, so that each 

return be pressurized consistently in regards to the other returns. Most 
pool builders and pool plumbers now run looped returns to give even 

water flow distribution. To me it seemed silly that any plumber or pool 
builder would even consider non-looped returns.  The amount of PVC 

pipe that is saved doing so seems to amount to no more than a few 
extra feet of PVC in raw materials, which is just a few extra dollars. 

But I guess where the goal is to cut as many corners as possible, some 
plumbers will still do this. What happens is that this causes the returns 

at the end of the run to get most of the pressure and the returns along 
the run to disproportionately share what's left over.  Here's a diagram 

of the difference: 

 

 
  

This causes most of the water to come out of a couple of the returns 

(near the ends) and much less to come out of the remaining returns. 

No plumber I've ever spoken to does anything *other* than looped 

returns. In my opinion, they might as well make looped returns a part 
of the national plumbing code. It is required your pool and spa have 

two Anti-Vortex main drains that would work off one one pipe for each, 
separated 36” apart. This dual-drain-off-of-one-pipe is done for safety. 



This line will not drain your pool. The 

main drain line from the pool is 
connected to the front port of the pool 

skimmer.  
 

Heaters, when placed must have at 

least 4' from the window opening to vent 

and be 9" away from the house. 

Be sure that you request a pool and spa 
requirement sheet from your local 

building and safety dept. when pulling 
your permit. These depts. are located at 

your city hall. 
Shading your PVC pipes with sand is not always required, but it is 

recommended. Your design will indicate a stub plumb or if the 
equipment should be set on placed pads at the time of plumbing.  

 

The plumber pressurizes all the PVC capped 

plumbing pipes by filling it with water. City 

requires the system to maintain 40 PSI. for 
a minimum of 15 minutes at the time of 

inspection.  The section of plumbing from 
the main drains to the skimmer is 

pressurized through a loop and will need to 
be removed at start up. It is important to 

confirm the plumbing system maintain 
pressure to the end of the 

construction process. This 
reveals leaks. The test loop 

provides a closed system 

and is easily removed by 
cutting using a hack saw 

on the blue glue joint 
between the two 90s. 

After the cut, using 
channel locks turn the pipe 

counter clockwise to 
remove the stand pipe.   



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PVC pipes are painted to protect 

the plastic pipe from the ultra 

violet rays of the sun. Back fill around the pipes with an soil or sand to 
protect the plumbing.   

 
 

 

 

 
Stub plumbing is utilized 

when the plan details 
show the sub grade to 

have a poured slab. 
When completed, the 

equipment will be 
enclosed by a block wall 

and have a concrete floor 
with drainage. 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

Spa jets require an air loop. The stem 

pipe ran back to the equipment will 

need to be notched at the start-up. 
 

 



 

GAS LINE RUNS: Gas line 
(polyethylene) and 

Electrical conduit runs are 
required to be at 18" below 

grade. Both gas and 
electrical lines require 

inspection before back 
filling the trenches. This is 

usually done after the 
gunite phase and by the 

masonry crews.  

 

All gas lines are required to be 

pressured to 15psi. with 
compressed air to determine that 

all fittings do not leak. Main runs 
over 100' it is best to use 2" inch 

gas line for most of the run.  

 
 

Galvanized gas line is commonly 

used to cross over the property 

inside the garage to avoid a saw cut 
into the driveway.  

As we see here in this photo a gauge 

is placed under air pressure for the 
duration of the construction period to 

be sure all fittings hold pressure. 
Remember to contact your local gas 

company to have your gas meter 
upgraded. This is a free service. 
 

The gas meter delivers the 

appropriate volume to the number of 

appliances. Now that you are adding 

a large gas pool heater the need for 
a larger meter is required for the 

heater to work properly.  
 



 

 

Inspectors will not pass the 

gas line phase if the trenches 
have rocks in them. Be sure 

to request clean trenches, 
from the plumbers prior to 

calling for inspection. 

A tracer wire is required to run along 

the gas line. This gives the gas 
company or others to trace the lines 

path of travel in the future. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A tee is used to reduce to ¾” 

inch and connected to a riser 

for a barbeque or fire pit. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



A trencher is used in most cases to 

excavate the trench for the gas line 
run. The trench is used for the 

main line electrical run from the 
main panel to the pool equipment 

location as well. 
 

Below we see an empty gang 

box. Be sure to check with your 
phase contractor if a return trip 

to install controllers and switches 
will be required. You may wish to 

reserve a portion of the bill until 
the total job is complete. 

In this case the soil is sandy loam 

type. If there were rocks we 

would recommend back filling 

these trenches with sand  
Sharp rocks can cause leaks over 

time. 
 

 
 

Here we see the anti siphon 

valve for the auto filler. A hose 
bib is placed here as a 

convenience to clean the pool 
filter. From the control panel, 

power is sent to the J-Box 
were all pool and spa lights 

are connected.  
 



An approved potting 

compound is used to seal 
the ground wire 

connection. A plug is 
placed in the inlet hole 

after the light cord has 
been pulled. The white 

string is a pull cord to aid 

in pulling the light. The 
light has a sealed 

housing and simply fits in 
the niche 

And secured by a screw 
into the tab seen at the 

top, above the inlet hole.  
 

Mechanical plunger auto 

fillers are very nice to have. 
They maintain the water 

level to avoid 
Pump’s running dry and 

causing damage. From an 
anti siphon valve run a ¾” 

PVC line to the plunger. Be 
sure to set the lid even with 

the form board for proper 
height. 

 

In high water table zones, a 

hydrostatic valve at the deep end 
should be placed in a rock bed. An 

18” inch X 18” inch 
Vault is excavated and ¾” inch rock 

is placed around the valve. 
The plaster company will need to be 

notified that you have placed this 

valve in your pool. 
This valve will protect your pool 

shell should ground water pressure 
becomes too great; the valve opens 

and allows the water to seep into the pool.  



Electrical tie in for the pool 

equipment enters just below the 
main panel at the meter. New 

circuit breakers are required and 
will be sized and installed by the 

electrician. These breakers need 
to remain in the off position until 

the pool is full of water. The start 

up company will energize these 
breakers for you. Before this 

phase can pass inspection, each 
breaker must be clearly labeled. 

Your panel must have the space 
available. If your panel is full, 

have the electrician quote a 
panel upgrade. 

 
READY FOR PRE-GUNITE 

INSPECTION:  Excavation, 
Steel, Plumbing and Electrical 

will all be reviewed by your cities inspector. 
Call your gunite company as soon as the pool has passed all these 

phases. We recommend that if all possible you be home on this day to 

meet your inspector. Check all pressures the morning of inspection 
and a quick glance inside the pool for 3” earth to steel clearance for 

precaution. Document the phases with photos at this time for future 
reference. 

 
Pool Pressure at min  

35psi during inspection 
and construction of 

phases. 
 

 

Gas line pressure at 15psi 

 
 



Prior to guniting the 

pool, place a ¾” PVC line 
across the form board. 

Use black tape to cover 
both ends. Explain to 

your gunite crew the 
need for this line to be 

secured, it will be tied 

into the future drain 
system for rain water 

over flow by the masonry 
crew. Be sure to let them 

know where you put it. 
Photos are a great way to 

remember this event.  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Over flow lines enter at the 

tile line and will prevent 

water eroding the coping 
mortar bed. Maintaining a 

proper water level insures 
your skimmer weir will 

always be working to keep 
your pool surface clear of 

debris. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

Ask the 
Gunite Co. to 

bury the rebound 

Not in the 

plumbing 
area or 

where trees 
or shrubs will 

go. =) 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
It is important that  

the rebar maintain 
a true 3” of 

clearance from the 
soil for proper 

encapsulation of 
the gunite or shot 

Crete material. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

Protecting the skimmer top. 
Notice the opening? This area will 

be filled with gunite to protect 
the housing of the skimmer. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other methods to 

gunite pools are 

alpha mix. The 

cement and sand 
are delivered dry in 

a cement truck. The 
crews run this mix 

through a hopper 
under pressure 

delivered at the reed 
gun at 2000psi 

water is added at 
the gun.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now with the gunite 

phase complete, it will be 

important to water the 
pool down 2-3 times per 

day for proper curing. This 
process and cure time 

lasts 10 to 14 days. If 
water builds up it’s best to 

pump it out. 
  
 

 

 



 

 
 

Next the masonry crew will come in and begin grading and installing 

drains. Be sure to record the pressures of the plumbing and gas line 
the morning the crew shows up. This way the foreman knows the 

system was fine prior to that crew beginning this phase. 
  

Coping set up and any 

banding work or 
flatwork should begin 

now. If you are going 
to use natural stone as 

your coping, banding, 
borders ask your 

contractor for locations 
of building material 

supply yards for 

choices.  
 

 
 
 



Rock coping is a unique look for 

your pool and spa and is cost 
affective. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rock slides are fun for 

everyone! Four water inlets in 
the side walls of the rock will 

provide a fun flow to a Splash!   

Here we see the forms for the 

crew to pour the top on this 

barbeque counter. After the 
pour the crew will remove the 

lumber used and tile the top for a 
beautiful finish. The front will receive a 

finish of stucco to match the house 
color and texture. “Happy Grilling 

 



 

 

 

Base is compacted and rebar set 

at 18” o.c. is complete. Use wire 
ties at the bars cross point. A 

hook or the claw of a hammer is 
used to lift the bars during the 

pour to allow concrete under the 
bars for proper encapsulation. 

Coping is covered for protection 
and the crew is ready to pour. 

Foam is nailed to the coping to 

provide a gap for the mastic.   

Drain heads will be in place 

prior to the concrete pour. The 

cap has a peal off cover to keep 

concrete run off out of the drain 
system until the work is 

complete. It is always a good 
rule to walk the completed set 

up with the contractor prior to 
scheduling the pour. This will 

allow discussing possible 
adjustments that can easily be 

done at this point. Also a review 

of any city required pre-deck 
inspections will be talked about 

at this meeting. 
 

The concrete pump is arrives 

just before the pour. Remember 
that when the truck arrives you 

should check the delivery 
tickets. Verify type, color and 

time product was batched prior 
to unloading begins. 

Remember, “Trust but verify” 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Once the crew has 

finished allow a few 

hours to pass. Water 

down the concrete 
gently a spray nozzle 

mist. Like gunite, 
concrete cures best 

slowly, the water will 
cool it down as the 

reaction dry time is 
creating heat. 

 
 



Before calling the plaster company you will need to call for a fence and 

gate inspection. Refer to the guide for specifications and confirm your 
cities requirements to meet local codes. 

FENCE & GATES: Most City’s 
require the Pool perimeter to be 

fenced at the property line 
having a min. height of 5' high 

and be non climbable. Gates 

should be self-closing and 
latching and open toward the 

street. 
This will be addressed on the 

requirement sheet you get from 
the City. 

 
ALARMS: Some City’s require 

Alarms on the windows opening 
to the rear yard or pool area. 

Some City’s require the alarms 
only on the rear door leading to the pool area.  

Remember a life is worth protecting! 

 
Tile trim is used primarily with white 

plastered pools. The trim tile allows the 

swimmer entering 

the pool to easily see 
where steps end. 

Pebble coat, Pebble-

tec are primarily the 
same thing, only a 

product name.  
Plaster companies 

have many product 
choices to fit your 

needs. Research on 
line can help in choosing what is best for your family. 



 

 

 

The plaster company will need to 

cover the decking, tile line and all 
custom work to protect it from 

unnecessary clean-up.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Darker colors tend to 

help warm the water. We 

recommend you visit 
some completed pools by 

the plaster company 
before making a final 

choice.  
 

Time to swim, barbeque 

and have great fun in the 

sun!  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Great job!!! You did it! 

Congratulations! 

Be sure to contact the city and request a final inspection. Keep all 
paper work together in a safe place. 
      

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Share with us your personal 

story. Forward your pictures 

and we will post your 

project on: 
 
OwnerBuilderPools.com 

 

 



OwnerBuilderPools.com 
You are the contractor you can trust the most! 

Also available at OwnerBuilderDocs.com or call 951 733-1255 

 Pool Plumbing Guidelines Book 

This book has details, including Pool Specifications, Spa 
Specifications, general industry tips to aid in avoiding future 

problems that only come with experience, we cover it here. 
Pool Equipment Specifications, we cover check valve installations 

P-traps and more. Gunite and Steel Specifications. Plumbing 
check list, Electrical check list, Flow rate calculation chart. 

Bonding cross section 680-22 N.E.C. Plumbing reference photos 
showing inlet outlet pipes for placement. Piping handling 

guidelines. Blower sizing and wiring charts. Pool gallonage sizing 
chart. How to size a pool heater. And so much more to list. If 

you’re the do it yourselfer that likes having the details, this is 

the book for you. Order online or call today.  Just $80.00 
  

 Riverside, Orange County, Los Angeles Sub Contractor Contact 
Book.This is the most complete list of contractors in Southern 

California. This book includes Pool Engineers, Excavators, Steel 
reinforcing, Plumbing and Electrical subs through masons and 

Concrete Finishers. This book gets the job done.  

         Order online or call today.  Only $350.00 
  

 Riverside, Orange County, Los Angeles Sub Contractor Contact 
Book, Pool Plumbing Guidelines Book, Drawings noted and pool 

engineering. City ready pool plans and phase outline booklet 
including our packet of forms including contracts, bid sheets all 

spec out for your job used by the C-53 to communicate detailed 

needs with phase contractors. You will not find an outline this 
complete anywhere else! Includes all the above, $2,500.00 

     A Savings of up to $12k 
     1/8

th
 Scaled noted pool plans with specifications 5 copies for city and subs. 

          Guide book, City ready plans with basic sub list. Only   $1,300.00       

   Pool engineering not included . 

   

 



Top 10 Questions to Ask a Builder before 

Buying a Swimming Pool 

 
1. How long have you been in business? Pool companies that have been around a long 

time usually have a good reputation. Usually, but there are exceptions. Always ask for 

references. And if they have any pools under construction in the area, ask if you can visit 

the site and talk to the homeowner about their experience so far. Also make sure they are 

not involved with any pending legal disputes.  

2. Have you been in business under any other names? If they have, that could be a red 

flag that they changed their name because of bad reputation or BBB marks. Be cautious 

of this builder. 

3. Are you a licensed and bonded contractor? Some states do not require licensing, but 

you will definitely want to find a licensed contractor. Most bad experiences with less-

than-ethical pool builders are from homeowners that hire an unlicensed one to save a 

little money.  

4. How much and what types of insurance do you have in place? You will want to make 

sure that any damage that occurs during installation - to property or people - is covered.  

5. Are your warranties spelled out in writing? If they aren’t, beware. If they are, get a 

copy of it and familiarize yourself with the exclusions and coverage. One of the things to 

specifically check for is “Acts of God” coverage that covers things out of your control, 

such as storm damage. 

6. Do you provide service after completion? This is important because there will be times 

you have questions regarding maintenance, and times you will need your pool serviced. 



You need a good local contact that can help you. The pool company you choose should 

stand by their service and their service team. 

7. Will I be instructed on the operation of my pool? Any answer other than yes is not 

acceptable. Choose a different pool builder.  

8. Will your crews clean up their messes? Oh yes, installing a pool is quite messy. Make 

sure the builder knows that you do not want to be the one to clean it up. This includes 

removing tire tracks from the access point.  

9. Who is responsible for any damage to the house or the neighbor’s property? Also, who 

will repair any irrigation or sprinkler pipes broken during construction? Get this worked 

out before you move forward with any plans. Better yet, get it in writing.  

10. Who applies for and obtains the permits? Get this worked out early. Permits can take 

a while.  

What to Look for in a Pool Contractor! 

Notice the last suggestion of line#9. Purchase our pre-bid specification 

documents package, Package includes: Bid requests for each phase 

contractor that spells out your job! Ready to sign and fax back for your 

review. After checking out your favorite contractor, Invite them to the 

jobsite and sign them up using the contract we provided for you. This 

contract protects YOU! “You are the contractor you can trust the most” 

Do you have 20 hours to save up to 

Tweleve Thousand Dollars? 

 



Time outline for building a pool as Owner Builder: About 20 

hours of your time. Let’s say you were able to save $7,500 that’s $375.00 per hour. 

If you saved $12k that’s $600.00 per hour. This is why the C-53 phase sits 50 to 85 

pools per year average. If the C-53 could build a pool they would only build about 4 

to 5 pools a year. This is why they choose to use the phase contractor just like you. 

Deciding on a plan that fits our budget. About 2-3 hours 

Drive to obtain pool engineering. About 1 hour 

Drive to obtain pool permits. About 1 hour 

Place permits in container marked “PERMITS” out where inspector will find them. 

Call Dig Alert. About 3-5 minutes 

Fax phase contractors for a bid. About 5 minutes 

Receive phase bids back for review. About 5 minutes 

Review and enter pre-bid information into contractor Log about 20 minutes 

Online check of contractors, note and grade. Enter on log. About 1 hour 

Phone calls to various contractors references. Results entered on log. Allow about 1-

2 hours on a weekend. 

Contact phase contractors you have chosen with date to meet and sign your 

contract. (Be sure if you are having the contractor sign your contract you share that 

with them. They may show apprehension at this time.) About 1 hour of phone calls 

“You are the contractor you can trust the most”       

It is common practice and recommended to review all notes to individual phase contractor at the signing 

of the contract, pre-site, start of work and completion day prior to payment.  



Start day Excavation: Meet contractor about 8am review layout and elevations. Use an extra plan (not city 

copy) at each phase start day to have contractors sign and date after pre-site review. About 1-2 hours 

Start day Steel: Typically unless a change was made during the excavation layout process, the steel crew 

will just proceed. About 15 minutes 

Start day Plumbing: Pre-site, direction of utilities and verification of equipment location. Allow 1-2 hours  

Start day Electrical:  Pre-site, direction of utilities and verification of equipment location.  Allow 1 hour  

Phone in request for inspection: 10 minutes    

Inspection card review:   10 minutes    

If inspection passed, call Gunite Company:  10 minutes    

Start day Gunite: (process 4-5 hours) Pre-site, Elevation and steps and seats, spillway verification of 

location. Allow 1-2 hours 

Water Cure Gunite 1-2 weeks three times per day for 10 to 15 minutes 

Start day Grade and Deck Drains and Deck setup: (process 1-2 Days)    Pre-site, Elevation and Allow 1 

hour   

Pour Concrete: (process 1 day)     

Start day Coping & Tile:  (process 1-2 days)     

Start day Fence and Gate: (process 1day)     

Phone in request for Fence & Gate inspection: 10 Minutes    

Start day Plaster and add water: (process 1 day)     

Start day swimming  many days     

Phone in request for Final inspection: 10 minutes 

 

 



Here’s a featured Project. 

First they have to dig up all the concrete and the lawn (4/30/2003)  

 

 

Then they layout the pool (4/30/2003)  



 

Then they dig the pool (4/30/2003)  

 

The next day they finished digging - now we wait for steel (5/1/2003)  

 

 

There is water in the bottom - but I don't think we want to swim in it.... :) 
(5/3/2003)  



 

Then they came out and installed the steel framing (5/8/2003)  

 

And the framing is done (5/12/2003)  

 

The next step is to install the water circulation pipes and equipment (5/14/2003)  

 

Then the gunite application crew shows up with big equipment (5/27/2003)  



 

And now it is starting to look like a pool (5/28/2003)  

 

And then they installed the coping and the drainage lines (those white tubes sticking 

out of the ground) (6/6/2003)  

 

Finally they prepped for the concrete pour. (6/18/2003)  



 

 

And FINALLY they poured the concrete. (However - there are a couple of things that 

need fixing) (6/23/2003)  
This should REALLY have been done apx 2 weeks after the gunite application.  

 



 

Then they tiled the inside edge of the pool and the spa spillway (6/26/2003)  

 

The fence between the driveway and the yard finally got installed on July 3rd.  

 

But then we failed the "fence and gate" inspection because our southern neighbor's 

yard was 4 inched too high up our fence. (Failed on July 7) After 4 days of 

negotiating - we finally convinced them to let us remove that extra dirt - and we are 

waiting for another inspection on July 14, with the expectation of plaster and fill on 
July 15.  



The plaster crew showed up on Saturday July 19th - cleaned out the pool - and then 

went home because they didn't have enough people. They returned on Monday July 

20th and actually plastered the pool.  

 

After plastering was completed - the pool was filled. It took around 30 hours to fill.  

 

And finally everything was complete.  



 

But then we still had the rest of the backyard. So we hired my younger brother to 
install sprinklers and sod  

 

My dad and I helped.  



 

 

And the finished project looked good.  

 


